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The Fat but Fit paradox: what we know 
and don’t know about it
Francisco B Ortega,1 Jonatan R Ruiz,1 Idoia Labayen,2 Carl J Lavie,3 
Steven N Blair4,5

WhaT We knoW abouT iT
In the late 1980s, one of us (SNB) published 
a study that demonstrated that individuals 
with a low (below first quintile=20th 
percentile) cardiorespiratory fitness level 
had a higher risk of mortality 8 years later, 
when compared with those who were at 
least moderately fit.1 Since then, many 
longitudinal studies have consistently 
confirmed this notion in men and women, 
as well as in healthy and diseased individ-
uals, for all-cause mortality, as well as for 
cardiovascular disease (CVD) mortality.2

Obesity is related to multiple physical 
and mental comorbidities and it is an 
incontrovertible risk factor for all-cause 
and CVD mortality.3 It has been suggested, 
however, that being fit might attenuate 
some of the adverse consequences of 
obesity, independently of some key poten-
tial confounders. In this context, in the 
late 1990s, some studies provided first 
evidence for what was later known as the 
Fat but Fit paradox (see review by Ortega 
et al.3). These studies demonstrated that 
all-cause and CVD mortality risk in obese 

individuals, as defined by body mass 
index (BMI), body fat percentage or waist 
circumference, who are fit (ie, cardiore-
spiratory fitness level above the age-spe-
cific and sex-specific 20th percentile) 
is not significantly different from their 
normal-weight and fit counterparts (ie, 
the theoretically healthiest group possible) 
(figure 1).

being normal-weight might not be 
enough: being fit plays a major role in 
health
There is a general belief that being normal-
weight is synonymous to being healthy, 
yet this notion could be wrong. In many 
cases, normal-weight but unfit individuals 
have significantly higher risk of all-cause 
and CVD mortality than normal-weight fit 
individuals. In addition, some readers will 
find even more interesting the fact that 
several studies have reported that normal-
weight but unfit individuals could be at a 
higher risk than obese but fit individuals 
(figure 1), which might seem paradoxical.3

Role of genes and physical activity
As for many other phenotypes, genes 
and environment jointly influence both 
adiposity and cardiorespiratory fitness. 
Heritability of both obesity and cardio-
respiratory fitness might be up to 50% 
(eg, results from the HEalth, RIsk factors, 
exercise Training And GEnetics (HERI-
TAGE) Family Study led by Professor 
Bouchard and colleagues), leaving envi-
ronmental factors to explain the rest 
of the variance. Among environmental 
factors, regular physical activity (PA) and, 
particularly, that of vigorous intensity 
have shown to be the most effective in 
improving cardiorespiratory fitness. For 
more detailed information about how to 
improve cardiorespiratory fitness through 
PA, see tables 7 and 8 from the recently 
published Scientific Statement from the 
American Health Association.2

WhaT We sTill don’T knoW abouT 
iT
There is emerging evidence suggesting 
that a moderate to high cardiorespira-
tory fitness might counteract the negative 
consequences of obesity on many other 
health outcomes, especially in certain 
population age groups, such as children 
and adolescents. Below, we highlight 
potential research directions for future 
studies.
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Figure 1 Illustration of the Fat but Fit paradox in relation with cardiovascular disease (CVD) mortality and all-cause mortality in men and women. 
Adapted from Ortega et al3 with permission of the publisher. BMI indicates body mass index.
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The Fat but Fit paradox in children and 
adolescents
Our recent meta-analysis demonstrated 
a strong link between cardiorespiratory 
fitness and cardiometabolic risk factors 
in children and adolescents, providing 
cut-points that more accurately delineate 
CVD risk (derived from receiver operating 
characteristic analyses).4 Worldwide refer-
ence values (sex specific and age specific) 
for cardiorespiratory fitness have also been 
recently published.5 These two meta-anal-
yses have major practical implications as 
they allow children’s cardiorespiratory 
fitness level to be properly interpreted and 
ranked. Specific information about the 
Fat but Fit paradox in young populations 
is scarce; yet, there is evidence suggesting 
that having moderate to high levels of 
cardiorespiratory fitness may attenuate 
the deleterious metabolic consequences 
ascribed to an excess total and central 
adiposity.6 7

The Fat but Fit paradox and other health 
outcomes
Fat but Fit individuals have a 50% reduc-
tion in the risk of developing depression 
compared with their Fat and Unfit peers.8 
It is very likely that fitness and fatness 
counteract in their association with many 
physical and mental health outcomes, 
such as psychiatric disorders (eg, attention 
deficit hyperactivity disorder), self-es-
teem, cancer, disability pension, heart 
rate variability, hepatic steatosis (fatty 
liver), brown adipose tissue volume and 
activity, cognition, and brain structure and 
function.

The Fat but Fit paradox in randomised 
controlled trials
Please note that all evidence available 
for the Fat but Fit paradox comes from 
observational studies. Consequently, even 
if most of the studies are prospective 
cohorts and their findings provide highly 
valuable prognostic information, cause–
effect relationships cannot be confirmed. 
Although exercise interventions in obese 
individuals lowered CVD risk, even 
without weight loss, literature is limited 
regarding whether these improvements in 
health without weight loss are driven by 
increases in cardiorespiratory fitness. In 
other words, such studies will be able to 
test the Fat but Fit paradox using an exper-
imental design. Future exercise-based 
randomised controlled trials conducted in 
obese population should therefore include 
an accurate assessment of cardiorespira-
tory fitness before and after intervention 
so that formal mediation analyses can be 
performed.

Take-home message
Obesity, and especially severe/morbid 
obesity (BMI >35 kg/m2), is a major public 
health problem. Lifestyle intervention 
programs for obesity with special focus on 
exercise and a healthy diet are important 
public health goals. However, focus 
should not be placed exclusively on losing 
weight/fat, but also on increasing cardio-
respiratory fitness, since a medium–high 
cardiorespiratory fitness level may atten-
uate the adverse consequences of obesity 
on health. The information summarised 
in this Editorial support that future public 

health strategies planned for obese indi-
viduals should target, in parallel, both 
weight/fat reduction and cardiorespira-
tory fitness improvement, especially if the 
obese person is classified as unfit, that is, 
below the sex-specific and age-specific 
20th percentile.

Table 1 will help sports specialists, 
physicians and other healthcare prac-
titioners to classify individuals as unfit 
versus fit, which together with the inter-
nationally accepted definition of obesity 
(BMI ≥30 kg/m2) results in the definition 
of Fat but Fit.
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Table 1 Cardiorespiratory fitness (maximal oxygen consumption, VO2max, mL/kg/min) cut-points to classify individuals as unfit

an individual will be classified as unfit if his/her Vo2max* is below these cut-points, and as fit otherwise

age group
(years)

Treadmill test bike test

boys/men girls/women boys/men girls/women

8–19† 42.0 35.0 42.0 35.0

20–29 38.1 28.6 33.2 21.6

30–39 34.1 24.1 25.4 17.0

40–49 30.5 21.3 22.2 15.8

50–59 26.1 19.1 21.5 14.9

60–69 22.4 16.5 19.0 14.0

70+ 19.2 15.1 16.7 12.8

*It is important to note that heavier individuals could bepenalised when cardiorespiratory fitness is expressed as VO2max, mL/kg/min. In these cases, alternatively, total treadmill 
time in an incremental maximal exercise test could be used as indicator of fitness level, for which the reference values of the Cooper Institute can be used (Physical Fitness 
Assessments and Norms for Adults and Law Enforcement; Cooper Institute; 2013).
†The cut-points for individuals aged 8 to 19 years come from a meta-analysis recently published by Ruiz et al.4 In studies in which the 20 m shuttle run test was used to assess 
cardiorespiratory fitness in children or adolescents, an alternative definition of unfit can be done using thefirst quintile of the international reference value derived from the 
recent meta-analysis published by Tomkinson et al.5

The cut-points for adults correspond to the sex-specific and age-specific first quintile from the data (2014–2015) from 7783 maximal (respiratory exchange ratio ≥1.0) treadmill 
tests from men and women (aged 20–79 years) without cardiovascular disease from the Fitness Registry and the Importance of Exercise: A National Data Base (FRIEND).9 
Equivalent reference values derived from maximal bike tests, also from FRIEND, are provided (n=4494).10 To our knowledge, these are the most accurate, largest and more 
updated fitness reference values covering all the adult age groups to date.
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weight loss and fitness companies and for the Coca-
Cola.
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